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Metal-insulator and magnetic transition of NiO at high pressures
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The metal-insulator transition and magnetic collapse of NiO under high pressures have been studied with the
hybrid density functional~HDF! and the general-gradient approximation~GGA!. Our results show that even in
the intermediate coupling regime GGA does not take the correlation effects into account appropriately. HDF
predicts that the transitions occur at much higher pressures than GGA does. Band broadening, covalence, and
crystal-field effects are responsible for the changes of the electronic structure under high pressures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a prototype of Mott insulators NiO has been inte
sively studied both experimentally and theoretically.1 The
discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in oxid
containing CuO2 planes has also revived interest in t
metal-insulator~M-I ! transitions in transition metal oxides
Some parent compounds of high-temperature supercond
ors ~HTSC’s! evolve from antiferromagnetic insulator int
HTSC’s upon hole doping.2 On the other hand, the technic
applications of antiferromagnetic materials also lead to
studies of magnetic multilayers and nanoparticles of NiO3

Recently, Cohenet al. have carried out density-functiona
calculations on the magnetic collapses of some transi
metal oxides under high pressure. They have found that s
materials have magnetic collapse from high spin states
low spin states under the pressures reachable inside
Earth, and the magnetic collapse may have important eff
on some geological phenomena.4 They have calculated th
magnetic moments with the Perdew-Wang general-grad
approximation~PWGGA! functional,5 which gave significant
increase of transition pressures over the local-density
proximation~LDA ! calculations.

Conventional LDA and GGA failed to predict the corre
ground states of some strongly correlated electronic syst
~SCES’s!.6 Improvements over LDA and GGA are needed
understand these materials containing incompleted or f
shells. There are some theoretical approaches, such as
1U,7 GW ~Ref. 8! that can predict correct ground state. B
the quantitative agreements with experiments are not s
factory. LDA1U scheme treated the HubbardU term with
Hartree-Fock mean-field method which may effect the pre
sion of the results, also the choices ofU are often in debate
The GW method, based on perturbative random-phase
proximation, is computationally demanding.

In this paper we calculate the magnetic and M-I tran
tions of NiO under high pressures with the so-called B3L
hybrid density functional.9,10The B3LYP functional has bee
successfully applied to strongly correlated systems and s
conductors of different bonding types.11,12The spurious self-
interaction is reduced through the Hartree-Fock~HF! ex-
change, and the hybrid functional treats the correlation m
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035114~5!/$22.50 69 0351
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appropriately by optimizing the coefficients of the vario
terms describing correlation effects. The energy gaps
magnetic moments from the B3LYP functional are in go
agreement with experiments. B3LYP is more suitable for
study of magnetic collapse and M-I transition than GGA, t
latter gave too small gaps and moments for NiO. GGA a
failed to predict the correct ground state of the isostructu
FeO and CoO.13 It is argued that under high pressure t
ratio of HubbardU and bandwidth may decrease, so GG
may give more accurate results. Our calculations show
GGA still result in large error even at high electron densi
The correlation effects are still playing an important ro
even the average electron density has been more
doubled. Our results show that the magnetic collapse is
ceded with the M-I transition and the transition pressures
magnetic collapse and M-I transition are much higher th
GGA predicted. The band broadening, covalence, a
crystal-field effects are responsible for the variation of t
electronic structure of NiO under high pressures.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

The exchange-correlation functional in the B3LY
scheme is an admixture of the nonlocal HF exchange and
GGA local exchange-correlation functional.9,10 The coeffi-
cients of the various terms are obtained by fitting the th
retical results to the thermochemical experimental data
some atoms and molecules. The application of B3LYP fu
tional to periodic systems, such as semiconductors
SCES’s, are quite successful. The unphysical self-interac
is reduced by the introduction of the nonlocal Hartree-Fo
exchange. For semiconductors where the self-interactio
less important B3LYP also gives excellent energy gap12

while LDA1U is expected to produce no significant im
provements. The success of B3LYP suggests that it is a g
start point for finding the exact energy functional. Th
B3LYP calculations in this paper have been implemen
with CRYSTAL package.14 In CRYSTAL atom-centered Gauss
ian basis sets are used to construct Bloch functions.
basis sets for Ni and O are taken from the previous un
stricted HF calculations on NiO.15 They have the forms of
86-411/41 and 84-11 for Ni and O, respectively. The non
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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fault auxiliary basis set for fitting the exchange-correlati
potential has been used to obtain better results.11 The toler-
ances for one-electron and two-electron integrals are set
7, 7, 7, and 14 to ensure high precision. Shrinking facto
which corresponds to 65 points in the irreducible part of
first Brillouin zone, has been used. The energy gap and
ment are same as in the case of shrinking factor 12, wh
corresponds to 189 points in the irreducible part. The h
pressure experiment on NiO shows that there is no struct
transition up to about 150 GPa and the deformation from
rocksalt structure is small.16 NiO has an AF2 antiferromag-
netic insulating ground state, in which spins are aligned
~111! planes with alternating spins on neighboring~111!
planes. In this paper all calculations are carried out on
antiferromagnetic supercell built from the rocksalt structu
GGA calculations are also carried out for comparisons.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of energy gaps, magnetic moments, lattice
rameters, and bulk moduli from PWGGA and B3LYP a
shown in Table I. For the PWGGA calculations the sa
basis sets and thresholds are used as in the B3LYP cal
tions. The energy gap and magnetic moment obtained f
our B3LYP calculation are 4.2 eV and 1.67mB , respectively.
These results are in accordance with the experiments19,20and
previous B3LYP calculation.11 LDA1U has given similar
amplitudes for the magnetic moment as B3LYP, but the
ergy gap is significantly underestimated. To study the M
transition it is crucial to use a theoretical scheme that co
predict accurate energy gap, otherwise the transition pres
would be underestimated with small theoretical gaps. T
lattice parameter and bulk modulus are obtained from
total energies at different volumes. As usual, B3LYP over
timates a little the lattice parameter. The bulk moduli fro
the second derivative and by fitting the Murnaghan equa
of states21 are all in agreement with the experiments.

The B3LYP projected densities of states~DOS’s! of NiO
in the ground-state antiferromagnetic phase without volu

TABLE I. The energy gapsD ~in eV!, magnetic momentsm ~in
mB), equilibrium lattice parameter a~in Å!, bulk moduliB ~in GPa!,
M-I transition pressurePc , and magnetic collapse pressurePm

from different theoretical schemes~in TPa!. The results from sec-
ond lines for PWGGA and B3LYP are obtained with the Murnagh
equation of states. The LDA1U7 and GW ~Ref. 8! results are
shown for comparisons. The experimental energy gap, magn
moment, lattice constant and bulk modulus are taken from Refs
20, 17, and 18, respectively.

D m a B Pc Pm

PWGGA 1.3 0.66 4.183 201 0.68 0.7
4.182 217

LDA1U 3.1–3.4 1.56–1.74
GW 3.7 1.56
B3LYP 4.2 1.67 4.218 209 2.4 3.7

4.225 198
Expt 4.0–4.3 1.64–1.90 4.177 166–208
03511
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compression are shown in Fig. 1. In the octahedral cry
field the twoeg and threet2g orbitals of Ni have the same
partial DOS’s, and the results shown in Fig. 1 are the to
DOS’s for the two types ofd orbitals. At the top of the
valence bands Op and Ni d partial waves have nearly th
same spectral weights, while the low-lying conduction ban
are mainly of Nieg character. From thet2g DOS’s one can
see that the exchange splitting is about 1 eV, and thet2g has
much higher spectral weight thaneg orbitals. The peak dis-
tance between the spin-up and spin-down DOS’s foreg or-
bitals is about 10 eV, which is close to theGW and LDA
1U results.5,6

The electronic structure of NiO can be qualitatively u
derstood in an ionic model and by taking the hybridizati
effects between the Ni 3d and O 2p states. Highly ionic
characters in the bondings between transition metal ions
oxygen have been deduced for some transition metal m
oxides, such as MnO~Ref. 22! and CoO.23 Figure 2 shows
the schematic plot for the ionization and affinity energies
NiO. The energy difference between occupiedeg and t2g
orbitals without hybridization with ligand oxygen ions is d
termined byU02U82DCF , in which U0 is the Coulomb
repulsion energy between two electrons with opposite sp
on the samed orbital, U8 the repulsion energy for two elec
trons on different d orbitals,DCF the crystal-field splitting.
The many-body HubbardU ,which is defined as the energ
required to transfer an electron between two Ni ions,
Ni 21 in the octahedral crystal field isU82J1DCF , in
which J is the exchange integral between Ni 3d electrons of
same spins. The exchange splitting betweent2g orbitals is
2J. J is estimated to be about 1 eV. Due to the covalen
effect between the cation and surrounding anions the a
bondingdps* orbital has nearly the same energy as thet2g
orbital. The charge-transfer energyD is also greatly reduced
from the bare oneD0.

n

tic
9,

FIG. 1. The projected and total densities of states~DOS’s! of
NiO in AF2 antiferromagnetic phase at atmosphere pressure.
DOS’s for both spin components are shown for Nieg , Ni t2g , and
O p orbitals. The energies are measured from the top of the vale
bands. The DOS’s for spin-up and spin-down electrons are den
by the positive and negative values, respectively. The projec
DOS’s for Ni 3d orbitals are for an spin-up Ni ion.
4-2
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From Fig. 1 one can see that theU andD are of the same
size, this is in accordance with the previous conclusion ba
on the cluster method.24 As will be seen later that thet2g
DOS’s will move down due to the increase ofDCF when the
material is compressed. Therefore, the energy gap can
expressed as

Dg5U01J2W2FAS De

2 D 2

1t22
De

2 G , ~1!

whereW5(W11W2)/2 is the average bandwidth of the co
duction and valence bands,De5eeg

2e2p the energy differ-

ence between the Nieg and O 2p orbitals, t the transfer
integral between Nieg and O 2p orbitals. The 10 eV interva
between spin-up and spin-downeg peaks is approximately
given by U01J1De/21A(De/2)21t2. In addition to the
bare on-site Coulomb repulsion, the covalence effect has
played an important role in forming the gap.

Figure 3 shows the variations of energy gaps and m
netic moments from B3LYP and PWGGA with volume com
pressing. For large volume compression (.60%) there is a
problem with the basis sets for oxygen. The large comp
sion leads to linearly dependent basis sets. We removed
outermost sp shell for oxygen and reoptimized the 3sp shell
exponent from 0.476 4 to 0.375. Both PWGGA and B3LY

FIG. 2. The ionization and affinity energy levels for NiO fro
an ionic model. The hybridization between the Ni 3d and O 2p
orbitals has also been shown.U0 denotes the Coulomb interactio
between two Ni 3d electrons on same orbitals,U8 the interaction on
different orbitals,J the exchange integral,DCF the crystal splitting.
D represents the charge-transfer energy,D0 the bare charge transfe
energy, i.e., the energy obtained by neglecting the hybridiza
interaction between Ni and O ions. The electron occupation is
noted by the up and down arrows.
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give monotonic decreases of magnetic moments and n
monotonic variations of energy gaps. PWGGA predicts M
transition and magnetic collapse at about 40% and 50%
ume compressions, respectively. These quantum phase
sition points are significantly lower than the B3LYP resul
about 65% and 70%. It was argued that with the increas
pressure the bandwidthW increases that the ratioU/W de-
creases. For NiOU/W decreased from 4.8 at zero pressure
1.4 at the critical pressure, so the PWGGA results at h
pressures should be more reliable than at zero pressure.4 Our
B3LYP calculations show that even at as large as 50% v
ume compression the GGA still generated significant er
The low transition pressures predicted by PWGGA resu
from the inappropriate description of exchange-correlat
energy. The ratioU/W51.4 means the system is in the in
termediate coupling regime where correlation is still playi
an important role in the electronic structure of the system

To obtain the transition pressures the calculations are
ried out for different unit-cell volumes to determine the tra
sition points, then the pressures were obtained by the t
modynamics equationP52]E/]V. The FIXINDEX option
~i.e., same set of one-electron and two-electron integrals
slightly different volumes! has been used to reduce the n
merical noise when the lattice parameters is changed.
real-space mesh technique is also used to reduce the e
caused by fitting the exchange-correlation potential with a
iliary Gaussian basis sets. In Fig. 4 the theoretical press
from PWGGA and B3LYP at different volume compressio
are compared with the experiment.16 The results from the
two schemes are all in good agreement with the experim
but the electronic structures are quite different. The reaso
that the pressures are determined by the total energies, w
is a integral quantity, while the electronic structure is sen
tively dependent on the local properties of the density fu
tionals.

As can be seen in Table I the transition pressures fr
B3LYP are significantly higher than the results fro
PWGGA, which predicted higher magnetic collapse tran

n
e-

FIG. 3. The variation of moment~in mB , circles! and energy
gap ~in eV, squares! with volume compression. PWGGA~a! and
B3LYP ~b! results are shown.V0 is the equilibrium volume of NiO.
4-3
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tion pressure than LDA did. This trend can be understood
considering the correlation effects. The strong on-site C
lomb repulsion is in favor of localized magnetic momen
and suppressing charge fluctuations. With taking more co
lation effects into account one should obtain higher criti
pressures for the both kind of transitions. The large press
difference between the 65% and 70% volume compres
may result from strong repulsion due to Coulomb and Pa
exclusion principle interactions when the ion cores are cl
enough.

Figure 5 shows the DOS’s at 50% volume compressi
One can see that thet2g DOS’s moved down from the top o
valence bands due to increased crystal-field splitting. Th
the low-energy properties of the material are determined
the antibondingdps* and the unoccupiedeg orbitals. At the
top of the valence bands theeg component is enhanced sig
nificantly over the Op orbital, making the material evolve
from charge-transfer insulator towards Mott-Hubbard insu
tor.

FIG. 4. The variation of the pressure with the volume compr
sion, (V02V)/V0 . V0 is the equilibrium volume. The solid an
dashed lines represent the B3LYP and PWGGA results, res
tively. The circles are the experimental results~Ref. 16!.

FIG. 5. The projected and total DOS’s of NiO in AF2 antiferro-
magnetic phase at 50% volume compression. The energies are
sured from the top of the valence bands.
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As expected, with increasing the pressure the transfer
tegrals t increases, which resulted in stronger band disp
sions. In addition, when the material is compressed the
ergy differenceDe increases due to the change of t
Madelung potential. This effect together with the increaset
would lead to larger separation between the bondingdps
and the antibondingdps* bonds. Such a trend is reflected
our results, as can be seen from Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. It is c
from Eq. ~1! that the change of the gap results mainly fro
the last two terms. The bandwidthW increases monotoni
cally with compressing, leading to narrowed gap. The l
term comes from the covalence effect. Upon increasing p
sure the effect may increase or reduce the gap, i.e., the e
is material dependent. From Fig. 3 one can conclude tha
small compression this effect tends to enlarge the gap, wh
cancels the band broadening effect, leading to a slight cha
of the gap up to about 50% volume compression. With f
ther increasing pressure the last term tends to approac
constant value, resulting in a rapid decrease of the gap. F
the mechanism of M-I transition it is clear that adopting
theoretical scheme which could predict accurate gap va
is essential in estimating the transition points, and the rea
of the low transition pressures predicted by GGA is a
evident.

As pointed out by Cohenet al.,4 though the crystal-field
splitting increased significantly it has no effect on the ma
netic collapse. This is especially true for NiO because of
special Ni d8 configuration. Our results indicate that th
crystal field has also no effect on the M-I transition of NiO
The situation may be different if theeg orbital lies above
t2g , such as in a tetrahedral coordination. Because of
strong hybridization between Nieg and Op orbitals the high-
est valence band would still be ofdps* character. Thus, the
increased crystal-field splitting would be an additional fac
to enlarge the gap, resulting in a stronger nonmonoto
variation of the gap with increasing pressures.

Both GGA and B3LYP have predicted that the M-I tra
sition is followed by a magnetic collapse. The magnetic c
lapse may be understood qualitatively with the extend
Stoner theory.4 In this scenario the small DOS’s at the Ferm
energy in the nonmagnetic solutions would drive the syst
from a magnetic to a nonmagnetic state. In the correla
systems, such as NiO, the on-site Coulomb repulsion a
contributes to the Stoner’s parameter, in addition to the c
tribution from the exchange interaction. This would make t
magnetic transition occur at a higher pressure than the o
nal Stoner’s theory would predict. The results are in acc
dance with the Mott’s standpoint that preformed mome
are essential to open an Mott-Hubbard gap and that the
ment is the sign of strong correlation in the Mott insulator1

The low transition pressures predicted by GGA refle
the fact that GGA does not take the correlation into acco
appropriately even in intermediate coupling regime. A
though GGA improves the equilibrium lattice paramete
over LDA and B3LYP, it gives similar electronic structure
as LDA does. For some strongly correlated electronic s
tems, such as CaCuO2, CoO, FeO and etc., both LDA an
GGA failed to predict the correct ground states of these m
terials. The application of B3LYP to CaCuO2 ~Ref. 25! and

-
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ea-
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CoO ~Ref. 11! improves significantly the electronic struc
tures over GGA. For CaCuO2 GGA predicts that CaCuO2
has a metallic ground state, while B3LYP predicts that
ground state of CaCuO2 is an antiferromagnetic insulato
The B3LYP theoretical energy gap of CaCuO2 is in excellent
agreement with experiments. The energy bands across
Fermi energy, which are overlapping in the GGA results,
separated to form an energy gap. The mechanism of
formation in B3LYP is quite similar to the LDA1U
scheme.26 This means that the strong on-site Coloumb int
action between 3d electrons is appropriately taken into a
count by B3LYP. In GGA the inherent self-interaction mak
the orbitals of 3d electrons larger than they should be, hen
the correlation is not properly taken into account, which
ten leads to underestimated energy gaps for correlated
tronic systems. For NiO the underestimation of the ene
gap by GGA results in lower M-I transiticon pressure th
B3LYP predicts.
u-
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IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, the magnetic and metal-insulator transitio
of NiO at high pressures are investigated with the B3LY
and GGA density functional. Because of the better desc
tion for correlation effects the B3LYP hybrid functiona
gives transition pressures much higher than the ones
tained by GGA. In addition to band broadening effect t
covalence effect has also played an important role in the
transition of NiO at high pressures.
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